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We empower users to curate, discover, and 

explore meaningful interactions across the 

metaverse in ways never before possible. 
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The surge in blockchain assets commences with NFTs, poised to drive widespread 
blockchain adoption. Music stands out as an ideal NFT asset due to its extensive social 
reach among music fans and substantial existing royalty cash flow. NFTs have the 
potential to catalyze a transformative shift in the music industry, fostering healthier 
income distribution, providing musicians with a larger share, and optimizing music 
production and distribution processes, thereby minimizing value wastage. Our 
comprehensive solution aligns with the NFT trend and the evolution of the music 
industry, aiming to enable talented musicians to earn fair income, allow every individual 

to own a piece of an NFT, and ultimately contribute to making Marina.Moda ®     Web-3 

Network the most widely adopted blockchain globally. Marina.Moda ®     Web-3 Network 

Foundation. LTD ("Marina.Moda ®     Web-3 Network") acknowledges that there are 
inherent risks beyond its control during the development, maintenance, and operation of 

Marina.Moda ®     Web-3 Network. All individuals engaging in MARINA.MODA ®     

WEB-3 (Marina.Moda ®     Web-3 Network) token transactions are urged to carefully 
read, understand, and consider the risks outlined below before deciding to participate. It 
is essential to assess these risks and one's ability to withstand them before investing. 

This whitepaper serves to convey the beliefs and information of Marina.Moda ®     Web-

3 Network. Marina.Moda ®     Web-3 Network does not make any representations or 
warranties, expressly disclaiming accuracy, error-free nature, or non-infringement of 
third-party rights related to statements, data, or conclusions presented in this 

whitepaper. Marina.Moda ®     Web-3 Network has not independently verified 
information from third-party sources or ascertained the underlying assumptions relied 
upon by such sources. The whitepaper does not constitute advice or a recommendation 

by Marina.Moda ®     Web-3 Network or any associated individuals. MARINA.MODA ®     
WEB-3 Tokens are not structured or sold as securities, hold no rights in Marina.Moda ® 

    Web-3 Network, and do not promise future performance, inherent value, or 
continuing payments. Market prices of encrypted currencies are subject to significant 
fluctuations, influenced by market forces, regulatory policy changes, technological 
innovations, exchange platform accessibility, and other objective factors. Encrypted 
tokens may be subject to jurisdictional supervision, leading to inquiries, notifications, 
warnings, requests, or administrative sanctions from authorities. The future development 

of Marina.Moda ®     Web-3 tokens is uncertain, and regulatory changes or stringent 

measures may impact their trajectory. Marina.Moda ®     Web-3 Network is not 
obligated to revise, modify, or update this document, and the information presented is 
subject to change without notice. 

 


